
Physics 1C
Lecture 28C



Quiz 4
Friday May 20th

Covers all of Chapter 28
As physics is invariably cumulative,

some of Chapter 27 is also part of the quiz.
E.g. single/double slit experiments, diffraction

gradients, …



The Uncertainty Principle
When measurements are made, the experimenter is
always faced with experimental uncertainties in the
measurements.
In classical mechanics, there can be measurements
with arbitrarily small uncertainties (no limit).
Yet quantum mechanics predicts that a barrier to
measurements with small uncertainties does exist.
When taking the measurement of position, x, the
uncertainty of the measurement is given by Δx.
When taking the measurement of momentum, px, the
uncertainty of the measurement is given by Δpx.



The Uncertainty Principle
In 1927, Werner Heisenberg unveiled his
uncertainty principle:
The product of the uncertainty of the position of a
particle (Δx) and the uncertainty of the linear
momentum of the particle (Δpx) can never be
smaller than h/4π.
Mathematically, this becomes:

Basically, the uncertainty principle states that it is
physically impossible to simultaneously
measure the exact position and the exact linear
momentum of a particle.



The Uncertainty Principle
The uncertainty principle can be extended to deal
with energy uncertainties as well.
In this case, position and linear momentum are
replaced with energy and time such that:

In this form, the uncertainty principle states that it is
physically impossible to measure the exact energy
of a particle during a finite period of time.



The Uncertainty Principle
One way to consider the implications of the
uncertainty principle is to think about how to measure
the position and linear momentum of an electron with
a very powerful microscope.
In order to locate the electron accurately, at least one
photon must bounce off of it.

During this
interaction,
momentum is
transferred
from the
photon to the
electron.



The Uncertainty Principle
Therefore, the light that allows you to accurately locate the
electron changes the momentum of the electron (the
maximum change is Δpx=h/λ).

To minimize the momentum change, we could use longer
wavelength photons.

But because the photon also has wave properties, we can
determine the electron position only within one wavelength of
the photon, Δx=λ.

Consequently, the position and the momentum of the
electron cannot both be known precisely at the same time: Δ
pxΔx ≥ h.

Apart from the numerical factor 1/4π , this formula is the same
as Heisenberg’s more precise result.



An Interpretation of QM
Particle interpretation:
Wave interpretation: the intensity is proportional to the square
of the electric field amplitude:

Combine the two points of view:

For EM radiation, the probability of finding a particle
associated with this radiation is proportional to the square of
the amplitude of the associated EM wave.
The particle is the photon in this case.
The amplitude of the wave is called the probability
amplitude or the wave function. The symbol is ψ.



An Interpretation of QM
The probabilistic interpretation of the wave function
was suggested by Max Born in 1928.
Erwin Schrödinger proposed a wave equation which
describes the manner in which the wave function
changes in space and evolves with time.
This equation is a key element in the theory of
quantum mechanics.
If ψ represents a single particle, |ψ|2 is the relative
probability per unit volume that the particle will be
found at any given point in the volume.
|ψ|2 is called the probability density.



Particle in a Box
Let’s consider a particle confined to a one-dimensional
region in space.
Following the quantum mechanics approach, we need to find
an appropriate wave function to describe the motion of the
particle.

Because of the walls, the
probability of finding the particle
outside the box is zero.

This means that ψ(x)=0 for x≤0
and for x≥L.
When the particle is inside the box, the
potential energy of the system is
constant.



Particle in a Box
We can define the potential energy to be infinitely
large outside the box.
Because kinetic energy is always positive, to escape
the box, the particle would need to have an infinite
amount of energy.
The wave function for this
problem can be expressed
as:

Applying the boundary
conditions we get:



Particle in a Box
The plots below show ψ  versus x and |ψ|2 versus x
for n=1, 2, and 3.
Note that although ψ can be positive or negative, |ψ|2
is always positive.
|ψ|2 represents a probability density.



Particle in a Box
|ψ|2 is zero at the boundaries, satisfying our boundary
conditions.
In addition, |ψ|2 is zero  at other points. The number
of zero points depends on the quantum number n.
Only certain wavelengths for particle are allowed.



Particle in a Box
The allowed wavelengths of the particle: λ=2L/n.
Because of this, the magnitude of the momentum of the
particles is also restricted to specific values that can be
found using the de Broglie wavelength:
P = h/λ = h/(2L/n) = nh/(2L).
From this expression, we can find the allowed values of
the energy (which is simply the kinetic energy of the
particle since the potential energy is zero):
En = mv2/2 = p2/2m = (nh/2L)2/2m =
= (h2/8mL2)n2, where n = 1, 2, 3, …
As we see from this expression, the energy of the
particle is quantized.

P = 6.6 !10"34 Js ! n
2L



Particle in a Box
The lowest allowed energy
level corresponds to the
ground state.
Other levels are called
excited states.

n = 0 describes an empty box.
The particle can never be at
rest if it is there at all.
The lowest energy is E1 .



Particle in a Box
Boundary conditions are applied to determine the
allowed states of the system.
Boundary conditions describe interaction of the
particle with its environment.
If this interaction restricts the particle to a finite region
of space, it results in quantization of the energy of the
system.
Because particles have wave-like characteristics, the
allowed quantum states of a system are those in
which the boundary conditions on the wave function
representing the system are satisfied.



Concept Question
An X-ray photon is scattered by a free electron.  The
frequency of the scattered photon relative to that of
the incident photon:

A) increases

B) decreases

C) remains the same

D) This is a physically impossible situation, a
photon will never interact with an electron.



End of Chapter 28



Atomic Physics
The study of quantum mechanics led to amazing
theories as to how the subatomic world worked.
One of the first theories of how the atom was
composed was the Plum Pudding Model by J.J.
Thomson (incorrect!!!).

In this model the atom
was thought to be a large
volume of positive charge
with smaller electrons
embedded throughout.
Almost like a watermelon
with seeds.



Atomic Physics

A few alpha
particles were
deflected from
their original
paths (some
even reversed
direction).

But then in 1911, Ernest Rutherford performed an
experiment where he shot a beam of positively
charged particles (alphas) against a thin metal foil.
Most of the alpha particles passed directly through
the foil.



Atomic Physics

He then predicted that the
electrons would orbit the
nucleus like planets orbit
the sun.
Centripetal acceleration
should keep them from
spiraling in (like the Moon).
Thus, his model was
named the Planetary
Model.

This thin foil experiment led Rutherford to believe that
positive charge is concentrated in the center of the
atom, which he called the nucleus.



Atomic Physics

 It gives off light of a
particular frequency.
As light is given, the
electron will lose energy
and its radius should
decrease.
The electron should
eventually spiral into the
nucleus.

But there were a few problems with the Planetary
model of the atom.  Such as, what happens when
a charged particle (like the electron) is
accelerated?



Emission Spectra
Finally, the key to understanding atoms was to look at
the light that was emitted from them.
When a low-pressure gas is subjected to an electric
discharge, it will emit light characteristic of the gas.
When the emitted light is analyzed with a
spectrometer, we observe a series of discrete lines.



Emission Spectra
This is known as emission spectra.
Each line has a different wavelength (color).
The elemental composition of the gas will tell what
the resulting color lines will be.
Note that in general elements with a higher atomic
number will have more lines.



Emission Spectra
The easiest gas to analyze is hydrogen gas.
Four prominent visible lines were observed, as well
as several ultraviolet lines.
In 1885, Johann Balmer, found a simple functional
form to describe all of the observed wavelengths:

where RH is known as
the Rydberg constant
RH = 1.0973x107m-1.
n = 3, 4, 5, ....



Emission Spectra
Every value of n led to a different line in the
spectrum.
For example, n = 3 led to a λ3 = 656nm and n = 4
led to a λ4 = 486nm.
The series of lines described by this equation is
known as the Balmer Series.

Note how the
spacing between the
lines gets closer and
closer the smaller
the wavelength gets.



Absorption Spectra
In addition to emission spectra (lines emitted from a
gas), there is also absorption spectra (lines absorbed
by a gas).
An element can also absorb light at specific
wavelengths.
An absorption spectrum can be obtained by passing
a continuous radiation spectrum through a cloud of
gas.
The elements in gas will absorb certain wavelengths.



Absorption Spectra
The absorption spectrum consists of a series of dark
lines superimposed on an otherwise continuous
spectrum.
The dark lines of the absorption spectrum coincide
with the bright lines of the emission spectrum.
This is how the element of Helium was discovered.



For Next Time (FNT)

Start reading Chapter 29

Also read Section 11.5 from Chapter 11

Finish homework for Chapter 28


